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abstract: Thermal performance curves have been widely used to
model the ecological responses of ectotherms to variable thermal environments and climate change. Such models ignore the effects of
time dependence—the temporal pattern and duration of temperature
exposure —on performance. We developed and solved a simple mathematical model for growth rate of ectotherms, combining thermal
performance curves for ingestion rate with the temporal dynamics
of gene expression and protein production in response to high temperatures to predict temporal patterns of growth rate in constant and
diurnally ﬂuctuating temperatures. We used the model to explore the
effects of heat shock proteins on larval growth rates of Manduca sexta.
The model correctly captures two empirical patterns for larval growth
rate: ﬁrst, maximal growth rate and optimal temperature decline with
increasing duration of temperature exposure; second, mean growth
rates decline with time in diurnally ﬂuctuating temperatures at higher
mean temperatures. These qualitative results apply broadly to cases
where proteins or other molecules produced in response to high temperatures reduce growth rates. We discuss some of the critical assumptions and predictions of the model and suggest potential extensions and
alternatives. Incorporating time-dependent effects will be essential for
making more realistic predictions about the physiological and ecological consequences of temperature ﬂuctuations and climate change.
Keywords: ectotherm, ﬂuctuating environments, temperature, heat
stress, climate change, growth rate.

Introduction
Most organisms experience variation in temperature and
other abiotic variables at a variety of temporal and spatial
scales. Many ectotherms adapt to local conditions via differences in their thermal sensitivity or thermal performance
curves (Huey and Stevenson 1979; Huey and Kingsolver
1989). For example, populations may differ in optimal tem* Corresponding author; e-mail: jgking@bio.unc.edu.
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perature, thermal breadth, and cold and heat tolerance
(Angilletta 2009; Sunday et al. 2011). Thermal performance
curves are widely used in models for the biological responses of ectotherms to recent and future climate change
(Deutsch et al. 2008; Huey et al. 2009; Sinervo et al. 2010;
Kingsolver et al. 2013; Vasseur et al. 2014), including changes
in mean temperatures, diurnal and seasonal cycles, and climatic extremes around the globe (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change 2007; Williams and Jackson 2007; Williams et al. 2007; Battisti and Naylor 2009). Because thermal
performance curves for rates of growth, ﬁtness, and other biological processes are strongly nonlinear, patterns of variation in temperature can have important effects on mean
and variance in performance and ﬁtness (Martin and Huey
2008; Angilletta 2009; Kingsolver et al. 2009; Vasseur et al.
2014). In particular, the mean performance in a given thermal environment generally cannot be estimated using that
environment’s mean temperature (Martin and Huey 2008).
Thermal performance curves implicitly assume that performance depends only on current temperature—and not
on past exposure, including length of time at the current
temperature or the pattern of exposure to other, different
temperatures in the past. However, many recent studies have
shown that the duration of exposure inﬂuences performance
even at nonlethal temperatures and that the upper thermal
range for performance decreases with increasing duration
of exposure (Schulte et al. 2011; Mislan et al. 2014; Rezende
et al. 2014). For example, in insect eggs and larvae, temperatures that maximize performance (development and growth
rates) at short timescales (4–24 h) can be suboptimal or even
lethal over longer timescales (Reynolds and Nottingham
1985; Kingsolver and Woods 1997; Kingsolver 2000; Petersen et al. 2000; Kingsolver et al. 2004; Woods and Bonnecaze
2006; Kingsolver and Nagle 2007; Potter et al. 2009). Several
recent studies demonstrate that thermal performance curves
based on data from constant temperature experiments yield
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Figure 1: Diagram of the main components of the model. See text and equations (1)–(4).

poor predictions about mean rates of growth and development under diurnally ﬂuctuating conditions (Kingsolver
and Nagle 2007; Kingsolver et al. 2009, 2015; Niehaus et al.
2012). These results call into question the common practice
of using thermal performance curves measured at constant
temperatures to predict responses of ectotherms to diurnal
ﬂuctuations and to climate change (Deutsch et al. 2008;
Sinervo et al. 2010; Kingsolver et al. 2013; Vasseur et al. 2014).
The effects of duration and pattern of thermal exposure—
which we refer to here as “time-dependent effects”—can affect performance negatively or positively. Negative effects
generally stem from repeated acute heat or cold shocks,
which can be stressful and are known to reduce subsequent
performance and survival in many ectotherms (Feder and
Hofmann 1999). For example, organisms that live in highly
variable thermal environments, as do many terrestrial insects
and intertidal invertebrates, frequently induce heat shock
proteins (HSPs) within the range of body temperatures normally experienced in the ﬁeld (Hofmann 1999; Dahlhoff and
Rank 2007; Tomanek 2010). While these responses can improve short-term survival, continued overexpression of HSPs
can negatively affect rates of metabolism, growth, development, and fertility (Sorensen et al. 2003; Tomanek 2010).
Heat shocks can also induce changes in gene expression
and protein synthesis in a variety of other genes (Sorensen
et al. 2005; Porcelli et al. 2015). Recent RNA-seq studies in
a range of animal species show that heat shocks can alter
patterns of expression of genes involved in metabolism, antioxidant production, and ion transport (Meyer et al. 2011;
Schoville et al. 2012; Barshis et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2013;
Gleason and Burton 2015; Seneca and Palumbi 2015). Upregulation of genes and protein production beyond HSPs
can reduce subsequent growth and survival, but quantitative estimates of these effects are largely lacking.
Positive effects can also stem from acute exposure to high
temperatures, depending on temperatures subsequently ex-

perienced by the organism. In particular, brief exposure to
high but sublethal temperatures may induce HSPs and increase survival when exposed to subsequent heat shocks, a
form of adaptive acclimation called heat hardening (Lindquist and Craig 1988; Kregel 2002). Despite the importance
of these time-dependent effects, we lack a quantitative framework for integrating them into studies using thermal performance curves. Such integration is necessary if we are to
understand the long-term performance of ectotherms in ﬂuctuating thermal environments.
Here we move beyond thermal performance curves by developing a simple mathematical model for growth rate of
ectotherms in changing thermal environments. The model
integrates thermal performance curves for ingestion rate with
the temporal dynamics of gene expression and proteins produced in response to stressfully high temperatures to predict
temporal patterns of growth rate in constant and diurnally
ﬂuctuating temperatures. We illustrate the model using information on ingestion, HSPs, and larval growth rates of Manduca sexta, but the general features of the model should apply
broadly to other ectotherms, proteins, and processes. Despite
its simplicity, the model correctly captures two qualitative
empirical patterns for larval growth rate: the inﬂuence of
timescale on the shape of thermal performance curves and
the consequences of diurnal ﬂuctuations for mean growth
rate. We discuss some of the critical assumptions and predictions of the model and suggest potential extensions and
alternatives.

The Model
Overview
Our strategy is to extend a simple model of a thermal performance curve for an ectothermic animal so that it incorporates time-dependent effects on growth rate. Time-
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Beyond Performance Curves
dependent effects are added by modeling the effects of
stressfully high temperatures on stress proteins. The basic
elements of the model are shown in ﬁgure 1. Suppose that
temperature T varies as a function of time t: T(t). First, temperature determines ingestion rate, represented by a thermal
performance curve: I(T). Second, temperatures above some
critical temperature (Tc) induce the expression of mRNA for
a stress gene (or genes). The rate of change in mRNA concentration, dR/dt, depends on both temperature and time.
Third, mRNA levels above some critical level (Rc) cause production of a stress protein (or proteins) P; the rate of change
in protein concentration, dP/dt, depends on both temperature and time. Fourth, growth rate—the rate of change of
body size, dM/dt—is determined by two factors: ingestion
rate I(T) (and some conversion efﬁciency, C) and the cost
of the stress protein (weighted by a cost parameter, K). As
a result of these processes, growth rate is inﬂuenced by both
temperature and time.
In “Discussion,” we consider possible extensions to and
alterations of this basic model structure. In the next section, we specify it in a particular mathematical form, in
which the temporal dynamics of mRNA and protein concentrations are represented by ﬁrst-order rate processes.

Model Development
The model above (ﬁg. 1) describes a system of three ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for changes in mRNA
level (dR/dt), protein level (dP/dt), and mass (dM/dt). Tem-
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poral changes in temperature T(t) represent an input (forcing) function to this system of ODEs. Here we describe each
component of the model.
Let I(T ) be the thermal performance curve for ingestion
rate. Here we use a modiﬁed Gaussian function, which
describes thermal performance curves for rates of feeding,
growth, ﬁtness, and locomotion in many ectotherms (Frazier et al. 2006):
I(T) p I m e2e½ r(T2T opt )262j(T2T opt ) :
2

(1)

Here Topt is optimal temperature, Im is maximal ingestion
rate at Topt, and r and j and are the widths of the performance curve below and above Topt, respectively (ﬁg. 2A).
Let R(T, t) p mRNA concentration, where the rate of
change in R depends on T, with a ﬁrst-order temporal response:
 
dR
t
(2a)
(R 2 Rf ),
p2
dt
tR
where Rf is the equilibrium (ﬁnal) level of expression and
tR is the time constant for changes in mRNA concentration. Note that dR/dt is negative when R 1 Rf and is positive when R ! Rf . We model Rf as a sigmoid function of
temperature T:
Rf p

Rm
,
{1 1 e2aR (T2T c ) }

(2b)

where Tc is the critical midpoint temperature for gene expression and Rm is maximal expression level. Note that

Figure 2: Model predictions for a step change in temperature at time t p 0 to a constant temperature of T 0 p 377 C. A, Thermal performance
curve for ingestion rate (i) as a function of temperature; T 0 p 377 C (dashed vertical line) is indicated. B, Relative ingestion rate (i), mRNA
concentration (r), protein concentration ( p), and growth rate ( g) as functions of time. HSP p heat shock protein.
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Rf ∼ 0 for T ≪ T c and that Rf ∼ Rm for T ≫ T c ; Tc is the
midpoint of the switch (at rate aR) from zero to maximum
equilibrium level of mRNA.
Let P(T, t) p protein concentration, where the rate of
change in P depends on T, with a ﬁrst-order temporal response:
 
dP
t
(3a)
(P 2 Pf ),
p2
dt
tP
where Pf is the equilibrium (ﬁnal) protein concentration
and tP is the time constant for changes in protein concentration. We model Pf as a sigmoid function of RNA R:
Pf p

Pm
,
{1 1 e2aP (R2Rc ) }

(3b)

where Rc is the critical midpoint level of mRNA for protein
production and Pm is the maximum protein concentration.
Growth rate, G(T, t) p d M=dt, reﬂects both ingestion
and the cost of stress proteins. Thus, we have
G(T, t) p

dM
p CI(T) 2 KP(T, t),
dt

(4)

where C is the conversion efﬁciency from ingestion to growth
and K is cost to growth due to the production of HSPs and
their negative effects on other biological processes. Note that
in this model the cost is proportional to protein level P. In the
language of systems biology, the equations above represent a
proportional control model (see “Discussion”).
Inspection of equations (1)–(4) suggests a natural way
to rewrite them in dimensionless form. We deﬁne
ip

I
,
Im

(5a)

rp

R
,
Rm

(5b)

pp

P
,
Pm

(5c)

gp

G
,
CI m

(5d)

where CIm represents the maximal growth rate at optimal
temperature Topt in the absence of costs of P. Thus, we present all results in this dimensionless form. We present the
full model in this form in appendix A.
For simplicity, the model above (eqq. [1]–[5]) assumes
that growth rate (rate of mass increase) is independent of

mass. Including size scaling of growth does not alter the qualitative results of the model, but such scaling will compound
the consequences of time-dependent effects for growth rate
and size. A model incorporating allometric scaling for consumption and growth is presented in appendix B.
Parameters
We illustrate the model by considering feeding, growth,
and HSP responses of herbivorous larvae of the tobacco
hornworm, Manduca sexta, for which data are available
that can be used to estimate some of the model parameters.
Parameters for the ingestion rate function I(T) (eq. [1]) and
for conversion efﬁciency C (eq. [4]) were estimated from
data on short-term (4-h) ingestion and growth rates for
ﬁfth-instar larvae of M. sexta (Kingsolver and Woods
1997). These data indicate an optimal temperature for ingestion of ∼347C (ﬁg. 2) when reared at 257C. Brief heat
shocks (2 h) at 387C and above can induce both gene expression and synthesis of HSPs in M. sexta (Fittinghoff
and Riddiford 1990), and under diurnally ﬂuctuating rearing conditions daily maximum temperatures above 307–
357C may induce heat shock responses (J. G. Kingsolver,
H. MacLean, J. K. Higgins, K. E. Augustine, and S. B. Goddin,
unpublished data). As a result, we let T c p 357 C (eqq. [2]) in
our analyses. There are few data relevant to establishing
values for Rm, Rc, Pm, aR, and aP (eqq. [2], [3]); for our analyses, we let Rc p 0:5Rm , Pm p 1, aR p 0:5, and aP p 1. Note
that in the nondimensional form of the model (eqq. [5], appendix A, and “Model Results”) many of these parameters
are eliminated. The time constants tR and tP, which reﬂect
the response times of mRNA expression and protein production, respectively, play key roles in determining the temporal dynamics of the model. Heat shock studies in many
aquatic and terrestrial ectotherms show responses of heat
shock gene expression on timescales of 1–2 h (Feder and Hofmann 1999; Hofmann 1999; Sorensen et al. 2003; Tomanek
2010). In contrast, the timescales of HSP responses vary from
hours to days in different insect species (Fittinghoff and
Riddiford 1990; Bahrndorff et al. 2009; Karl et al. 2012). In
our simulations, we let tR p 2 and tP p 20 but explore other
values and their consequences in the supplementary material, available online (see ﬁgs. S2, S3 and “Discussion”). Finally, we let the proportional cost of protein concentration P
for growth rate (K) be K p 0:4, but we consider other values
in the supplementary material (ﬁg. S1). As long as K 1 0, its
value does not alter the qualitative results of the model.
The model (eqq. [1]–[5]) consists of a set of nonlinear
ODEs, which we solved numerically in R using the package deSolve (Soetaert et al. 2010). R code for running the
model is available in the Dryad Digital Repository: http://
dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.1017n (Kingsolver and Woods
2016).
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Beyond Performance Curves
Model Results
Step Changes in Temperature
Consider the simple case in which relative expression (r) and
protein (p) levels are initially 0 and there is a step change to a
new temperature T0 at time t p 0. For illustration, consider a
thermal performance curve for ingestion rate (ﬁg. 2A), and
let T c p 357 C and T 0 p 377 C. Ingestion rate i at this temperature is relatively high and constant (ﬁg. 2B). Because
T 0 exceeds the midpoint temperature T c , expression level r
rises rapidly to approach an equilibrium level within 20 h.
Protein level p increases more slowly, approaching a high
equilibrium value after 80–100 h. Because of the costs associated with protein concentration, growth rate g declines
from an initially high level, approaching 0 after 80–100 h.
The rate of decline in growth reﬂects both the cost of protein
concentration and the time constant associated with protein
synthesis. The rate and magnitude of the decline in growth
rate g is determined by cost K. When K p 0 (no cost), growth
rate g is constant and is simply determined by the ingestion rate I; when K p 0:5, growth rate becomes negative after ∼40 h (ﬁg. S1 in the supplementary material).
These patterns depend strongly on the initial temperature T0 in relation to the midpoint temperature Tc. Suppose
we consider a range of initial temperatures from 157 to 407C
(ﬁg. 3). For temperatures between 157 and 307C, growth
rate (and ingestion rate; see ﬁg. 2A) increases with increasing temperature and remains relatively constant over time
(ﬁg. 3A). At 357C, growth rate is initially high, reﬂecting
the high ingestion rate at this temperature, but declines
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by more than 50% over 60–100 h as protein levels increase.
This decline occurs even though T 0 ! T c because Tc represents the inﬂection point of a smooth sigmoidal curve—that
is, there still is some production of r and p below Tc. At 407C,
growth rate is initially intermediate but rapidly declines to
negative values within 18 h. As a result of these patterns, the
thermal performance curve for growth rate varies with time.
To illustrate this, we plot growth rate g as a function of temperature at different time points from 0 to 80 h (ﬁg. 3B). Initially,
growth rates are highest at temperatures near the optimal
temperature for ingestion (347C), but growth rates decline
rapidly with time for temperatures above ∼327C. After 48 h,
growth rates are highest at temperatures near 307C, and
growth rates are negative at temperatures above 377–387C.
Thus, both optimal and maximal temperatures for growth
decline with time as a result of the costs and temporal dynamics of protein concentration.
Diurnal Fluctuations in Temperature
In the more general case where temperatures ﬂuctuate diurnally, RNA concentration r, protein concentration p, ingestion rate i, and growth rate g all vary with time. We consider the situation where temperature varies daily between
207 and 407C, with a mean temperature of 307C (ﬁg. 4A).
Maximal ingestion rates occur in the morning and afternoon each day, as temperatures approach the optimal temperature for ingestion (ﬁg. 2A), but decline to lower rates
both at midday and at night when temperatures are far from
optimal (ﬁg. 4B). As temperatures move above and below

Figure 3: Model predictions of relative growth rate for step changes to different constant temperatures (T0) between 157 and 407C. A, Relative growth rates as functions of time for different T0: 157, 207, 257, 307, 357, and 407C. B, Relative growth rates as functions of temperature
at different times: t p 0, 10, 20, 40, and 80 h.
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Figure 4: Model predictions for changes over time under diurnally ﬂuctuating temperature conditions. A, Temperature. B, Relative ingestion
rate. C, Relative mRNA concentration. D, Relative protein concentration. E, Relative growth rate. F, Relative mass, with (solid line) and without (dotted line) costs of protein.

Tc each day, RNA levels increase quickly during the day and
decline to near 0 at night (ﬁg. 4C ). Protein levels also increase and oscillate diurnally between p p 0:2 and p p
0:4 after 60 h (ﬁg. 4D). Growth rates show a more complex
diurnal pattern as a result of the diurnal ﬂuctuations in ingestion rate, and they also decline over the ﬁrst 0–80 h as
a result of increased protein concentration (ﬁg. 4E). To illustrate the consequences of this for mean growth over time
(ﬁg. 4F), we compare cumulative growth when there is a cost
of protein (black line) to cost-free growth (dotted line). After
120 h, ﬁnal mass is reduced by more than 40% due to the costs
of protein level in these ﬂuctuating temperature conditions.
The temporal dynamics of r, p, and g in diurnally ﬂuctuating temperatures depend on the time constants associated
with gene expression and protein production (eqq. [2a],

[3a]). Changes in these time constants alter the temporal
dynamics. Longer time constants reduce overall costs to
growth, because protein levels do not rise as rapidly to very
high levels. Nevertheless, the qualitative outcome—a reduction in growth rate and size over time—remains the same
(ﬁg. 4; ﬁgs. S2, S3 in the supplementary material). Note that,
in response to simple sinusoidal diurnal ﬂuctuations in temperature, r, p, and g eventually converge to a ﬁxed diurnal
pattern of change (see “Discussion”).
Mean Growth Rates in Constant and
Fluctuating Temperatures
To explore how nonlinear and time-dependent effects inﬂuence mean growth rates, we modeled growth in nine differ-
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ent temperature scenarios, with three mean temperatures
(207, 257, and 307C) and three diurnal ﬂuctuations (507,
557, and 5107C). We computed ﬁnal mass at the end of
14 days as a measure of mean growth rate during this period.
We modeled growth rate both with (K p 0:4) and without
(K p 0) costs of protein level (eq. [4]). When protein costs
are included (ﬁg. 5A), mean growth rate at higher mean
temperatures declines strongly with increasing diurnal ﬂuctuations. In the absence of costs (ﬁg. 5B), increasing ﬂuctuations increase mean growth rate at low mean temperatures
but have the opposite effect at high mean temperature. This
pattern results from the changes in curvature of the ingestion rate function with temperature (ﬁg. 2A). Note that in
the absence of costs, growth rate always increases with increasing mean temperatures over this temperature range,
even for large diurnal ﬂuctuations (ﬁg. 3B). In contrast, when
costs are present and there are large diurnal ﬂuctuations,
mean growth rate declines as mean temperature increases
from 257 to 307C (ﬁg. 5A). As a result, large diurnal ﬂuctuations reduce the mean growth rate by more than 50% at
high mean temperatures. This suggests that time-dependent
heat shock mechanisms can amplify the negative effects of diurnal ﬂuctuations at higher temperatures.

Discussion
Consequences of Time Dependence
Numerous studies have documented the deleterious effects
of exposure to high but nonlethal temperatures for growth,
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development, and other aspects of performance in ectotherms (Feder and Hofmann 1999; Sorensen et al. 2003;
Tomanek 2010). Our goal was to develop a simple model
that extends thermal performance curves to include the
time-dependent effects of stress on growth rates in ﬂuctuating thermal environments (Schulte et al. 2011). The simple
model we propose successfully captures two important empirical consequences of time-dependent effects. First, at
high temperatures initial growth rates can be rapid but
may decline with continued exposure to these temperatures
(ﬁgs. 2B, 3A). As a result, the shape of the thermal performance curve for growth rate may change with the duration of exposure to (constant) temperatures (ﬁg. 3B). In
particular, the optimal temperature, maximal temperature,
upper thermal limits, and thermal breadth for performance
all decline with increasing duration of exposure. This pattern
has been reported for thermal performance curves of insect
growth rates (Reynolds and Nottingham 1985; Kingsolver
and Woods 1997; Kingsolver 2000; Petersen et al. 2000; Kingsolver et al. 2004; Woods and Bonnecaze 2006; Potter et al.
2009) and other aspects of ectotherm performance (Rezende
et al. 2014). In our model, this pattern results from the timedependent costs of proteins at higher temperatures.
Second, diurnal temperature ﬂuctuations can reduce
mean rates of growth and development to a greater extent
than expected from the nonlinearity of thermal performance
curves alone (e.g., ﬁg. 2A). As a result, thermal performance
curves measured in constant temperature conditions can
give inaccurate predictions of mean rates of growth and development in ﬂuctuating conditions (Kingsolver and Nagle

Figure 5: Model predictions of mean relative growth rate over 14 days as functions of mean temperature, for different amplitudes of diurnal
ﬂuctuations: (507C [circles, solid lines], 557C [squares, dashed lines], and 5107C [triangles, dotted lines]). A, With costs of protein concentration (K p 0:4). B, Without costs of protein concentration (K p 0).
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2007; Kingsolver et al. 2009, 2015; Niehaus et al. 2012). Our
model correctly predicts that at higher mean temperatures
diurnal ﬂuctuations reduce mean growth rates as a result
of the time-dependent effects of stress (ﬁgs. 4F, 5). In our
model, reductions in growth rate occur as a result of increased levels of HSPs due to daily exposure to temperatures
high enough to induce expression of heat shock genes and
synthesis of the proteins they encode (ﬁg. 4C, 4D). Such
time-dependent effects call into question the common practice of using single, static thermal performance curves to predict responses of ectotherms to diurnal ﬂuctuations and to
climate change (Deutsch et al. 2008; Sinervo et al. 2010;
Kingsolver et al. 2013; Vasseur et al. 2014). Model predictions based only on such static curves will become increasingly problematic as mean and maximum temperatures increase with climate change (Battisti and Naylor 2009). We
suggest that understanding dynamic changes in thermal performance curves should be a high priority for future work
(Schulte et al. 2011). It is possible that time-dependent effects
at the upper end of thermal performance curves will have disproportionately strong effects on predictions about physiological and ecological responses of ectotherms.
These ﬁndings are also relevant to our interpretation of
performance curves measured at different timescales. When
performance curves are estimated by measuring performance
at constant temperatures over many days (or over the entire
life cycle, in the case of ﬁtness), the measured values of performance will reﬂect costs due to time-dependent effects, and
the resulting performance curve will underpredict mean performance in diurnally ﬂuctuating temperatures. Conversely,
when short-term (e.g., hourly) measurements are used to
measure performance, the measured values of performance
will not reﬂect costs due to time-dependent effects, and the
resulting performance curve will overpredict mean performance in diurnally ﬂuctuating temperatures (Kingsolver et al.
2015). Stochastic variation in the amplitude of diurnal ﬂuctuations will likely exacerbate these effects.

Assumptions, Extensions, and Alternatives to the Model
Our model (ﬁg. 1) assumes a few main elements based on our
understanding of stress responses of ectotherms to high or
ﬂuctuating body temperatures (ﬁg. 1): temperature affects
ingestion rate in a nonlinear manner (ﬁg. 2); higher temperatures can induce expression of genes associated with stress,
leading to the production of stress proteins; and high levels
of these proteins can reduce growth rate. The basic structure
of this model should readily apply to other life stages (e.g.,
development rates in eggs or pupae) and other ecotherms
(including microbes and plants).
A key determinant of the model predictions is the timescales of response for mRNA and protein concentration,

as reﬂected in the time constants tR and tP, respectively
(see eqq. [2], [3]). An important assumption in our model
is that the time constants are the same for both production
and degradation (i.e., for increases and decreases in R and
P). Different dynamics for the two processes would alter
the temporal dynamics of mRNA, protein, and growth rate.
Including more detailed and realistic dynamics for these
processes would allow better quantitative predictions.
We illustrated the model in terms of HSPs because our
current understanding of these proteins in insects suggests
that they play key, time-dependent roles in insect physiology and growth. Exposure to high temperatures can induce
HSPs and other stress responses (Feder and Hofmann
1999). Although HSPs may increase survival during subsequent heat shocks, chronically high levels of HSPs due to
sustained high temperatures can reduce development rate
and survival (Krebs and Feder 1998). In Manduca, 1-h heat
shocks at 427C resulted in rapid synthesis of HSPs, and 1-h heat
shocks at 387C increased synthesis of HSPs in some individuals (Fittinghoff and Riddiford 1990). Although high,
constant rearing temperatures can increase HSP expression
(Karl et al. 2012), the effects of repeated (e.g., daily) exposure
to high temperatures are generally unknown. The physiological costs and beneﬁts are likely due to synthesis and levels
of HSPs rather than of HSP mRNA levels per se (Feder and
Hofmann 1999; Bahrndorff et al. 2009).
Heat shock studies in aquatic and terrestrial ectotherms
show responses of heat shock gene expression on timescales
of 1–2 h (Feder and Hofmann 1999; Hofmann 1999; Sorensen et al. 2003; Tomanek 2010). In contrast, the timescales
of HSP responses vary from hours to days in different insect
species (Fittingho and Riddiford 1990; Bahrndorff et al.
2009; Karl et al. 2012). In our simulations, we set tR p 2 h
and tP p 20 h; as a result, the negative effects of HSP on
growth rates occur on timescales of a few days, not a few
hours (cf. ﬁgs. 2B, 4B–4D). Shorter timescales for heat shock
expression generate larger ﬂuctuations in growth rates and
can increase overall costs to growth (ﬁg. 4; ﬁgs. S2, S3 in
the supplementary material).
We have emphasized the qualitative predictions of the
model, but more quantitative predictions could be obtained
by estimating model parameters for a particular study system. For example, repeated measurement of mRNA and
protein concentration of, say, Hsp70 following a step increase to a high and constant temperature would allow estimation of the time constants tR and tP; repeating this experiment at different constant temperatures would allow
estimation of the kinetic parameters in equations (2b) and
(3b). Standard gravimetric methods could be used to estimate ingestion rates, growth rates, and conversion efﬁciencies (e.g., Kingsolver and Woods 1997). Quantitative predictions of the parameterized model could then be tested using
diurnally ﬂuctuating conditions.
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Beyond Performance Curves
The reduction of growth rate in our model is proportional to protein concentration (ﬁg. 1, eqq. [3]). However,
costs of HSPs may be associated with protein synthesis rather
than protein concentration per se (Feder and Hofmann 1999;
Hofmann 1999). Modeling synthesis and degradation processes separately would allow this to be incorporated into
the model. Other mechanisms for feedback from HSPs to
growth are also possible. For example, higher HSP concentrations or faster synthesis might directly reduce ingestion
rate or conversion efﬁciency, thereby reducing growth rate
(ﬁg. 1). More generally, in the language of systems biology
our model represents a proportional-control model, in which
negative feedback on growth rate is proportional to some
control variable, P. Other types of control are also possible,
such as derivative control or integral control, where feedback
is related to the rate of change of P (dP/dt) or to P integrated
over some time period (Astrom and Murray 2014). Finally,
our model assumes that time-dependent costs to growth
are due to HSPs, but certainly other genes or gene networks
could contribute to such costs. The basic model structure
can readily accommodate more complex or system-speciﬁc
mechanisms of feedback.
Our analyses have emphasized the role played by stress
proteins in causing time-dependent costs to growth, but
our proposed model can be viewed in a more general context. Suppose that P represents some process that reduces
net rates of growth at stressfully high temperatures. For example, P may reﬂect oxidative or cellular damage or the accumulation of harmful metabolites at higher temperatures.
In contrast to our original model (eqq. [1]–[4]), where effects of temperature on P are mediated by changes in gene
expression R, suppose P(T, t) is directly inﬂuenced by temperature T:
 
dP
t
(P 2 Pf ),
p2
dt
tP
Pf p

Pm
,
{1 1 e2aP (T2T c ) }

(6a)

(6b)

where Tc is the critical midpoint temperature for P and Pm
is the maximum level of P. Equations (4) and (6) represent
a coupled pair of nonlinear ODEs for dP/dt and dM/dt,
which can be solved numerically as before. Results for this
simpliﬁed model are qualitatively similar to those for the
original model: diurnal ﬂuctuations in temperature can produce reductions in mean growth rates over time, with temporal dynamics determined by the timescale of response in P
(ﬁgs. S4, S5 in the supplementary material). This provides
a simple and general framework for understanding timedependent effects of stress on performance, regardless of
mechanistic details. However, the mechanisms underlying
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time-dependent mechanisms beyond stress proteins warrant further study (Chown and Terblanche 2007; Schulte
et al. 2011).
We have focused here on the negative consequences of
time-dependent stress responses for growth. Prior exposure
to different temperatures can also have positive consequences for ectotherms as a result of physiological acclimation. For example, heat-induced resistance to subsequent
heat stress (heat hardening) has been documented in many
insects and other ectotherms, and HSPs play an important
role in such responses (Hofmann 1999; Hoffmann et al.
2003; Sorensen et al. 2003; Bahrndorff et al. 2009; Karl et al.
2012). Indeed, the adaptive role of HSPs for reducing the
negative consequences of brief heat shocks is well established (Lindquist 1986; Lindquist and Craig 1988; Hofmann
1999).
Many other forms of beneﬁcial physiological acclimation
to developmental temperature have also been documented
(Huey and Bennett 1990; Huey et al. 1999; Angilletta 2009).
In Manduca sexta, for example, larvae reared in ﬂuctuating
temperature conditions had higher maximal growth rates
and optimal temperatures than those reared in constant
conditions with the same mean temperature (Kingsolver
et al. 2015). The mechanisms underlying these acclimation responses are largely unknown, so it is unclear how
one might incorporate these effects into models of timedependent responses. Understanding the mechanisms underlying physiological acclimation beyond heat hardening
will be essential for moving beyond thermal performance
curves in modeling the consequences of temperature variation and climate change in ectotherms (Schulte et al. 2011).
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APPENDIX A
Dimensionless Form of the Model
We deﬁne the following dimensionless variables (see eqq.
[1]–[5]):
ip

I
,
Im

(A1a)

rp

R
,
Rm

(A1b)
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pp

P
,
Pm

(A1c)

gp

G
,
CI m

(A1d)

where CIm represents the maximal growth rate at optimal
temperature Topt in the absence of costs of P. Then we
can rewrite the model given by equations (1)–(4) in terms
of these relative variables. The relative ingestion rate (T) is
given by:
2
(A2)
i(T) p e2e½ r(T2T opt )262j(T2T opt ) :
The relative mRNA concentration r(T, t) depends on
both temperature T and time t:
 
dr
t
(A3a)
(r 2 r f ),
p2
dt
tR
where rf is deﬁned by
rf p

½Rf =Rm 
:
{1 1 e2aR (T2T c ) }

(A3b)

where pf is given by
½Pf =Pm 
:
{1 1 e2aP (rRm 2Rc ) }

I * (T) p I(T)aM b :

(B1)

When organismal masses rise by several orders of magnitude during growth, we also need to modify the growth
equation (eq. [4]) so that costs of P are scaled to body size.
We do this using the same approach (and same parameter
values):
G* (T, t) p

dM
p CI * (T) 2 KP(T, t)aM b :
dt

(B2)

Substituting equation (B1) back into equation (B2) and
rearranging gives
G* (T, t) p

The relative protein concentration p(T, t) also depends
on both temperature T and time t:
 
dp
t
(p2 pf ),
p2
(A4a)
dt
tP

pf p

Here we introduce scaling into the model by making
ingestion rate depend allometrically on body size. Equation (1) deﬁnes ingestion rate as a function of temperature, I(T ). We modify this expression to deﬁne a scaled ingestion rate:

dM
p ½CI(T) 2 KP(T, t)aM b :
dt

(B3)

We used this equation to explore the effects of the ontogenetic scaling exponent, b, on growth trajectories (ﬁg. B1).
We set a p 0:005. All other parameter values were the
same as those used for the analysis in the main text. Not
surprisingly, the ontogenetic scaling exponent makes a large
difference in overall growth trajectory, especially toward the
end of growth over 7 days (168 h).

(A4b)

Relative growth rate, g(T, t), reﬂects both ingestion rate
and the cost of stress proteins. Thus, we have


dm
KPm
(A5)
p(T, t):
g(T, t) p
p i(T)2
CI m
dt
APPENDIX B
Allometry of Consumption and Growth
The main model does not allow consumption and growth
to change as a function of body size. Most organisms,
however, eat and grow faster as they grow larger. These effects may be allometric, reﬂecting that intraspeciﬁc (or ontogenetic) increases in metabolic rate often scale allometrically with body size. Allometries can be described by
the power law y p aM b , where y is the trait of interest
(in our case, consumption and growth), M is body mass,
a is the normalization constant, and b is the scaling exponent. In studies of intraspeciﬁc scaling, b can vary widely
but usually falls between 0.6 and 1.0 (Chown et al. 2007;
Killen et al. 2010).

Figure B1: Growth trajectories of larvae calculated from the allometric model. Each of the ﬁve lines comes from using a different allometric (ontogenetic) scaling exponent. In all cases, starting mass was
set to 1.
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“Frost-ﬁsh (Osmerus mordax). We desire to record here the fact of the presence of this ﬁsh in a few numbers during almost every month of
the year. In August when the young shad are going down the river, we have seen single specimens of ‘smelt,’ or ‘frost-ﬁsh,’ as they are generally called.” From “Notes on Fresh-Water Fishes of New Jersey” by Charles C. Abbott (The American Naturalist, 1870, 4:99–117).
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